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Transforming Spaces Dynamically
M923. from Maars Living Walls is a modular panel 
system that brings down all the barriers. As we work 
and recreate more dynamically, there’s a greater need 
for products that give us the ability to transform and 
customize our spaces with autonomy — and to make 
these changes often and instantly, without the need 
for a work order or a tool kit.

Redefining Open Areas
Consisting of interlocking steel profiles and 
interchangeable snap-in-place panels*, and fully 
relocatable, M923. is truly a “living wall.” It structures
interior space for short- and long-term flexibility. It 
defines open areas with the right type of functionality, 
and the right balance of porosity and privacy, for the 
task and tenant at hand. And it’s always attractive, 
no matter how it’s configured. Now, through the 
partnership of Maars Living Walls and LG Display, 
comes a new digital panel for M923. unlike any other. 

Offering New Ways to Communicate Visually
T-OLEDs from LG Display offer new ways to 
communicate visually and, in concert with 
M923., unlock whole new levels of capability that 
conventional panel systems and digital displays 
just can’t deliver. Achieving an unsurpassed level 
of transparency and vibrancy in a premium, high 
resolution screen, T-OLEDs integrate dynamic 
content directly into the panel system without the 
visual interruption of a traditional display.

Defining Space with Greater Flexibility
The transparent nature of the display supports 
unique physical and digital experiences, defining 
space with ultra-slim electronics and vivid color 
that bring new dimensions to visual presentation. 
The displays are especially good at showcasing 
content that feels holographic, such as 3D models 
or remote participants in hybrid meetings, and, 
based on content and preference, can provide 
limitless opportunities for openness or opacity. 
And by simply changing the content on the screen, 
you bring a whole new level of flexibility to a 
system that has flexibility at its core.

Enhancing the Evolving Landscape
Dynamic in space and dynamic in content, M923. 
digital enables an exponential enhancement to 
the places in which we work and play, providing 
an evolutionary system to support the changing 
landscape of life.

Integration of LG’s revolutionary transparent 
OLED (T-OLED) panel into the M923. modular 
partition system brings the next level of digital 
transformation to the built environment, 
supporting a changing landscape of  hybrid work 
technologies, the metaverse, extended-reality 
(XR), and the future of experiential platforms. 

M923. digital

*Panels are available in the following 

finishes: powder coated steel, powder 

coated perforated steel, textiles, marker 

board, cork, and moss. 
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